
Shooting to Edit 
With Andrew Kearns. 



Kearns picked up a camera back in 2012 after 

taking a digital photo class in his senior year of 

highschool - at the time he had no intention for it 

to become his career.

Quitting his job in 2015 to pursue what he thought 

would be his career in graphic design, he started to 

go fill send into photo work. At the time it was just 

for fun, for personal work on the side, but slowly 

things started to snowball.

His Instagram started growing, he started making 

YouTube videos, higher paying jobs with larger 

clients started coming his way - it was surreal for 

a kid who quit starbucks, and as nice as it sounds 

on paper, there were many mistakes as there were 

successes along the way.

One area that he’s continuously refined is his style 

– mastering the suite of edit tools at his fingertips 

to create distinct images. This PDF is a keep-on-

hand resource that breaks down shooting to edit, 

composition, contact, and color. 

“If work isn’t purposeful, 
what’s the point?”
Andrew Kearns

About Andrew  



SHOOTING TO EDIT

How I’m Shooting to edit: Sony A7iii 

Underexpose and bring up

TO NOTE:

• This approach depends on your 

camera’s sensor and your personal 

preferences.’

• These are my personal preferences for 

these two different cameras.

How I’m Shooting to edit: 5d MKii 

Esposed well, light touch ups

This allows for complete control over your 

edit, but more time spent editing.

This allows for less control over your edit, 

but less time spent editing.

RAW (all data perserved, even highlights) RAW (less data perserved, but already looks good

LR Edit LR Edit

REMEMBER:

A GOOD EDIT WON’T 
SAVE A BAD IMAGE.



COMPOSITION

CENTERED SUBJECT RULE OF ODDS

USING RULE OF THIRDS TO COMPOSE

TOP 3RD

LEFT RIGHTMID

MID 3RD

LOWER 3RD

I tend to gravitate toward composing my 

subject in the center of the shot. This is 

always the foundation to work from while 

we explore other composition approaches 

on this page. 

I used the rule of thirds grid to see my 

images in sections. In the above image, 

you have these three sections with the 

sun as the focal point. 

This rule works both horizontally and 

vertically. The rule of odds and the rule 

of thirds both help you spatially compose 

your image. 

Odd numbers have a defined center focal 

point. As with even numbers, the center 

focal point is harder to accomplish. 

THINK:

HOW COMPOSITION CAN 
COMPLIMENT YOUR SUBJECT?

Blue

Foregound BackgroundSubject / 
Mid ground

Orange

Ocean



SYMMETRY & MARGINS

The Symmetry here is pretty obvious, 

straight down the middle (red line) 

the image is essentially mirrored - this 

is attractive to the human eye. I’ll see 

margins (in yellow) & use that to help 

compose images. 

Notice the similar distance between the 

photo frame in relation to his jacket, 

shoulders, & hair.

Notice his hair in relation to the top & 

bottom + left & right of the island.

This is how I see symmetry & margins. This 

photo showcases how important margins 

are while creating balanced symmetry. 



RULE OF THIRDS - VERTICAL

RULE OF THIRDS - HORIZONAL

You have foreground, mid range, 

and distance all sectioned and 

compartmentalized off in their 

own third of the image. You could 

also measure this in exposures.

Each section has a bit of FG & 

BG to it but the center is the only 

one with the subjects in the mid 

range. You can also consider it 

by what each section consists 

mostly of.

TOP

LEFT 3RD MID 3RD RIGHT 3RD

MID

LOWER

Sky / Background 
Bright Expsoure

No Subjects FG / 
BG Mostly Beach

Subject Mid range 
Mostly people

No Subject FG / 
BG Mostly Ocean

Subjects / Mid 
Mid Exposure

Sand / Foreground 
Darker Exposure

COMPOSITION

PUTTING INTO PRACTICE

COMBINING THE CONCEPTS

RULE OF ODDS

The three people are centered 

in frame & with the odd number 

it offers a centered subject 

between them.



FINAL THOUGHTS ON 
COMPOSTION:

When making photographs in Nature, Your frames 

will never be divided perfectly divided into three 

sections, center composing isn’t always your 

best option, margins & symmetry will never be a 

perfect.

Composition to me is being creative with your 

surroundings, putting your best effort towards 

framing your surroundings in effort to compliment 

your subject.

It will never be perfect - that’s the challenge of it, 

that’s the beauty of it. 

SYMMETRY & MARGINS

You can see some symmetry here (red 

line) - in a way it’s mirrored left to right. 

There’s a lot of margins going on here:

• The frame in relation to the treeline/

island on both sides

• The frame in relation to where the 

subjects side of the subjects start

• The frame in relation to the tops of the 

subjects heads

• The distance between the outside 

people & the inside person

• The distance between treeline/island & 

the outside people (& inside)

• This all works together to bring your 

attention to the subject(s).



CONTRAST

CONTRAST IN COLOR

There’s many ways to approach a color 

wheel, I really only pay attention to 

complimentary colors (straight across 

from each other). I find it’s the best way 

to showcase contrast in an image. Side 

note - I like how this color wheel includes 

the emotions attached to colors - you can 

see a contrast there too. 

This is a great way to look at how there 

are contrasts in individual colors. Hue 

defines the general color we have, then 

we can find contrast in it by the intensity 

of the Saturation & how Bright it is.

The most notable difference between 

these two images is where your eyes land.

The LR edit doesn’t have a really good 

focal point, it’s pretty busy. Whereas the 

PS edit, you are drawn to her eye pretty 

quickly.

The complimentary colors between her 

and the sky provides  contrast & helps you 

seperate your subject. I think what really 

separates the two is the shadows. 

In the LR edit, there’s too much shadow 

- creating contrast against the highlights, 

and it’s all vying for your attention. In the 

PS edit I removed a lot of the shadows 

except on her face which now became 

the darkest part of the image. Your eye is 

easily drawn to that as it’s the only place 

with that darkness of an exposure. 

LR Edit

PS Edit

Complimentary Colors

Exposure values

PS Edit

EXAMPLES



This consists of generally one color (red-

orange), and we are drawn to the subject 

once again as the darkest part of the 

image. We can really only rely on the 

exposure values here are as our means of 

contrast, complimenting the dark & the 

light.

Her motion also helps draw your attention 

in as well.

LR Edit

Exposure values

EXAMPLES

This is a quick LR edit that has room 

for improvement. It has decent 

complimentary colors that could be 

helped by subtle changes in the hills (see 

last photo example). Similar to the first 

example, the darkest points vye for your 

attention, brightening up the footprints 

would help bring your focus in on the 

subject.

The main contrast here is contrast in 

size, of the subject vs environment. It’s a 

common theme in outdoors photos - a 

small subject in a vast landscape. This was 

exaggerated by using a 70mm to make 

the mountains more prominent in frame.

LR Edit

Complimentary Colors

Exposure values

Small subject, big environment



The biggest contrasts show in the Small 

Subject / Big Environment, as well as the 

exposure contrast as the subject is the 

darkest part.

Notice that the contrast brought in is 

subtle, but effective. I painted some 

saturation in the wave near the surfer & as 

you get to the edge of the wave it’s less 

saturated. However what helped the most 

is the subtle pop in the haystack rock. I 

added a touch of warmth & brightness, 

eliminating much of its shadow. I tried 

darkening the shadow side of it but it 

drew attention away from the surfer as 

the subject.

If you look at the “complimentary colors”, 

they don’t seem all that complimentary, 

however when you look at the LR edit 

compared to the PS edit, it brings in 

some much needed contrast. Creating 

complimentary colors against the sky

LR Edit

PS Edit

PS Edit

Complimentary Colors

Exposure values

Saturation

Small subject, big environment

EXAMPLES

FINAL THOUGHTS ON 
CONTRAST:

You can find so many avenues of contrast 

beyond what’s shared here... contrast in 

emotions, contrast in emotions vs color, 

contrast in sharpness vs dullness, contrast 

in background & foreground.

The list goes on & I tend to not focus on a 

ton of them all at once & in general I keep 

things subtle, preserving a natural feel to 

the photograph.

Consciously acknowledging contrast has 

helped me better define photographs- 

asking myself, how can I use contrast to 

compliment my subject? I believe this is 

one of the best questions you can ask 

yourself throughout the creative process.



PHOTOSHOPS
SHORTCUTS

GENERIC

INSIDE COMMANDS

x 
invert colour

C
crop

D 
reset colours

Up & Down 
move inside crop

B 
brush

[ 
smaller

Shift 
select layers

L
lasso tool

/ 
show layer

]
bigger

Command E
group layers

Righ Click
fill - content aware

Alt
copy layer

Command T
transform

Command
adjust personal 
corner

Up & Down
adjust selected areas 
variables

Alt
select spot healing 
area

Alt
drag corner

G
gradient - linear & 
radial (white to black 
selected)

Command shift a
adobe raw filter

Command alt shift S
saturation

Command alt shift H
hue

Command alt shift L
luminance

Command shift X
liquid fi tool

W
forward warp tool

Command S
back to lightroom 

Command I 
Invert layer colour

J
spot healing & 
healing brush tool



LIGHTROOM
SHORTCUTS

GENERAL

R 
reshape

Command Z 
undo

Delete 

I
info

Enter

Command 1
basic

Command 6
Lens corrections

Command 2
tone curve

Command 7
Transform

Command 3
HSL/ colour

Command 8
Effects

Command 4
Split toning

Command 9
Calibration

Command 5
detail

Command shift R
reset layer

/
before and after

Y
half and half before 
and after

V
black & white

Shift Y
slide before and after

Tab
below /next

Shift Tab
full size

Up & Down
generic selected 
adjustments 

Shift Up & Down
bigger generic 
selected adjustments

Command shift Z  
redo

Command alt shift S
saturation

Command alt shift H
hue

Command alt shift L
luminance

M 
gradient

K 
brush

] 
bigger

[
smaller



LIGHTROOM
SHORTCUTS

SELECT VARIABLE SHORTCUT

CURVES

_ 
minus

Alt 
drop pin without 
moving curve

·
plus

Shift
slower adjustment to 
curve

Shift +
bigger plus 

Command E
Into photoshop

Shift _  
bigger minus 

Command Alt Shift T
local graft adjustment


